Abstract-We present a new logic synthesis methodology, called MIXSyn, that produces area-efficient results for mixed XOR-AND/OR dominated logic functions. MIXSyn is a two step synthesis process. The first step is a hybrid logic optimization that enables selective and distinct optimization of AND/OR and XOR-intensive portions of the logic circuit. The second step is a library-free technology mapping that enhances design flexibility with a tractable computational cost. MIXSyn has been tested on a set of large MCNC benchmarks. Experimental results indicate that MIXSyn produces CMOS circuits with 18.0% and 9.2% fewer devices, on the average, with respect to state-of-art academic and commercial synthesis tools, respectively. MIXSyn is also capable to exploit the opportunity of novel XOR implementations offered by the use of double-gate ambipolar devices. Experimental results show that MIXSyn can reduce the number of ambipolar transistors by 20.9% and 15.3%, on the average, with respect to state-of-art academic and commercial synthesis tools, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION Automated logic synthesis has been the corner stone of modern electronic design automation methodology since the past 25 years and still plays a fundamental role in supporting the exponential growth of Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) design complexity. A standard logic synthesis flow for ASICs consists of two main phases: logic optimization and technology mapping. Logic optimization transforms the circuit to minimize its implementation cost, while technology mapping transposes it onto its best standardcell implementation. In these general terms, logic optimization and technology mapping are intractable [1] . Many heuristic methods have been proposed in the past to solve these problems in polynomial time complexity while maintaining a good results quality [2] . However, the efficiency of these heuristics is heavily dependent on the targeted circuit type, i.e. on the type of logic function that designers want to implement in silicon. Unfortunately, in a majority of real-life applications, different types of functions coexist within the same circuit. The most frequent functions are AND/OR and XOR intensive functions. NAND/NOR functions have a compact implementation in the well-established Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) technology. This property has driven the development of multilevel AND/OR-optimization methods, e.g. algebraic factorization techniques [3] [4] [5] . XOR-optimization has received less attention in the past but good methods based on Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) have been recently proposed to deal with XORs [6] , [7] . On the technology mapping perspective, the efficiency of the mapping operation mainly depends on the richness of the standard-cell library [12] and on the capability to recognize if each library element (logic gate) can implement a certain portion of the logic function. The richness of the library is usually pre-determined by the standard cell full custom design carried out off-line. Instead, the recognition task, commonly called matching, is often solved by Boolean matching techniques since most logic gates have a small number of inputs (i.e. less than 6) [11] .
In summary, current heuristic methods for logic synthesis provide satisfactory results for a specific function type but cannot produce near-optimal results also for the others, missing the opportunity to have smaller and faster ASICs.
In order to overcome these limitations, we present MIXSyn, a novel area-efficient logic synthesis methodology targeting mixed XOR-AND/OR dominated circuits. We propose (i) a two-step logic optimization that enables selective and distinct manipulation of AND/OR and XOR-intensive portions of the logic circuit. Intermediate EXternal Don't Care (EXDC) conditions are computed to improve the optimization quality. Stemming from work in [13] , we propose (ii) an area-oriented library-free technology mapping method to take full advantage of complex gates with small computational effort. A subject-graph decomposition with an enhanced base-functions is used to natively support both AND/OR and XOR operations. We finally give efficient algorithms to assign and build on the fly complementary gates. Results show that MIXSyn for CMOS outperforms modern academic and commercial synthesis tools having 18.0% and 9.2% fewer devices on average over a set of MCNC benchmarks. In addition, we forecast the performance of our flow in the context of emerging ambipolar technologies. Such technology allows us to efficiently embed the XOR functionality in a unique double-gate device, leading to a very compact implementation of the XOR function. Results show that MIXSyn can exploit the ambipolar technology opportunity by giving average transistor-count improvements up to 20.9% and 15.3% compared to academic and commercial synthesis flows.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a background on logic synthesis for ASICs and introduces the notations used in the paper. In Section III, the proposed logic optimization and technology mapping methods are detailed. Then, in Section IV, experimental methods and results for MIXSyn are presented and compared with state-of-art commercial and academic synthesis tools. The interest of novel technologies with higher logic expressive power is also detailed. We finally conclude the paper in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION
This section presents some background on logic optimization and technology mapping and introduces the notations used in the paper.
A. Notations
The support of the Boolean function f , denoted by supp(f ), is the set of all variables on which f depends. A Boolean network is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) with nodes corresponding to logic functions and inputs/outputs directed edges corresponding to function inputs and output, respectively. We define Primary Inputs (PIs) as nodes without fanins in the current network and Primary Outputs (POs) as a predefined subset of nodes. The level of a node is the length of the longest path from any PI to the node. When the DAG is a rooted tree, we define the reachable depth of a node as the length of the longest path from any PI to the root passing through that node. We define a network with no more than k-inputs a k-feasible network. A network is k-bounded if each node is k-feasible. A subject-graph is a k-bounded DAG used for technology mapping. In a subject-graph, the set of all the nodes function type form the base functions set.
B. Logic Optimization
Boolean function logic optimization aims to reduce the size of the circuit, minimizing some general metrics such as gates, literals or nets count. Standard optimization methods target AND/OR-dominated logic functions. AND/OR optimization is usually carried out by algebraic factorization [3] [4] [5] . In order to support also XOR optimization, 978-1-4673-3030-5/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE 2B-1 a method based on Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs), named BDS, was proposed in [6] . BDS iteratively search for the most efficient decomposition among AND, OR, XOR and MUX. Despite BDS provides excellent results for XOR-intensive functions and achieves reasonable results for others, AND/OR-intensive functions still get more benefit from algebraic factorization methods. A version of BDS targeting LUTs has been proposed in [7] , named BDS-pga, incorporating further decomposition schemes that generates area-minimal kbounded networks. Other notable attempts to optimize XOR-intensive logic functions are based on functional linear decomposition [8] and ESOP form minimization [9] .
C. Technology Mapping
Technology mapping onto standard cells consists of three main phases: 1) subject-graph construction, 2) matching, to recognize if a certain portion of the subject-graph can be implemented with a given cell and 3) selection, to choose the best matching cells to optimize some given metric. Traditionally, subject-graph construction consists of the decomposition of the Boolean network into a 2-bounded DAG having only NAND and INVs as base functions [10] . There are two main matching techniques: tree matching and Boolean matching. Tree matching [10] involves a Boolean tree isomorphism problem that can be solved efficiently. However, since the tree representation is not canonical, the tree matching can miss some potential matches. Instead, Boolean matching is comparing directly cell and sub-graph Boolean functions via tautology check therefore every possible matching is detected [11] . For the final selection phase, generic algorithms can be used, e.g. Dynamic Programming (DP) algorithms that are guaranteed to find an optimal solution in polynomial time complexity.
III. PROPOSED LOGIC SYNTHESIS: MIXSyn
MIXSyn is an area-oriented logic synthesis methodology with novel logic optimization and technology mapping methods. Logic optimization is performed using a hybrid two step approach to identify and selectively manipulate AND/OR and XOR dominated portions of the logic circuit. After logic optimization, library-free technology mapping is employed to enhance design flexibility by building on the fly custom complex gates (e.g. XOR-based gates) at the transistor level. In the next subsections, we present in detail the proposed logic optimization and technology mapping methods.
A. Hybrid Logic Optimization 1) Motivation: Over the past years, the problem of logic optimization has been approached by proposing efficient methods to deal with one of two major classes of functions that frequently appear in logic designs: AND/OR and XOR intensive functions. Most logic designs contain both of them intertwined in such a way that it is not possible to clearly split one part from the other. Hence, a single step logic optimization can minimize either the AND/OR or the XOR dominated portion of the circuit and produce suboptimal results for the other. An integrated optimization method that produces nearoptimal results for both types of functions is presented hereafter.
2) Algorithm: We propose to perform logic optimization in MIXSyn through a hybrid two step approach. The pseudocode for the hybrid logic optimization is shown in Algorithm 1. First, XORoptimization is applied to the Input Boolean Network (IBN) to explicitly highlight XOR/XNOR nodes (Alg.1-α). Then, the XOR Optimized Boolean Network (XOBN) is split in two sub-networks: the First Boolean Network (FBN) having the evidenced XOR/XNOR nodes and the Second Boolean Network (SBN) with remaining nodes (Alg.1-β). SBN has two types of inputs: 1) Primary Outputs (POs) from the FBN and 2) a subset of the Primary Inputs (PIs) of the IBN. If there is a non-empty set of Common Inputs (CIs) between the second type of SBN primary inputs and FBN primary inputs (i.e. if supp(SBN \{P OsF BN }) ∩ supp(F BN ) = CIs = ∅) it is also possible to specify the input Controllability Don't Care set (CDCin) for the SBN (Alg.1-χ). In particular, the CDCin(SBN ) contains the Common Inputs (CIs) combinations that never occur. The SBN is AND/OR-dominated and hence an AND/OR-optimization method is applied (Alg.1-ψ). Finally, the AND/OR Optimized Boolean Network (AOOBN) is merged with FBN resulting in the global Optimized Boolean Network (OBN) (Alg.1-ω).
Algorithm 1 Hybrid Logic Optimization
3) Example: For the sake of clarity, we report a simple example of hybrid logic optimization and compare it with standard AND/OR and XOR optimization methods alone. The objective function (f ) in this example has the following SOP form: f = ab + bc + ab + ca. A single step XOR-optimization can reduce the objective function in f = bc + (a b) + ca. Instead, a single step AND/OR-optimization can factorize c and obtain f = ab + ab + c(a + b). The proposed hybrid optimization method in Alg.1 can further minimize the objective function as shown in Fig.1 . First, the XOR-optimization step highlights x = (a b) in the XOBN (α). After this, the XOBN is split in the FBN and SBN (β). The FBN consists of the node x = (a b) and its primary inputs a and b. Instead, the SBN comprises w, v and f nodes and a, b, c and x as primary inputs. Considered that supp(x) ∩ supp(SBN \x) = {a, b} ∩ {a, b, c} = {a, b}, CIs is not empty and it is possible to compute CDCin(SBN) (χ). The CIs combinations that never occur, CDCin(SBN), are specified with x = (a b): CDCin(x, a, b)={101, 110, 011, 000}. The successive AND/OR-optimization is then able to reduce the SBN in f = x + c (ψ). Finally, the FBN (only x node with its PIs) is merged with the AOOBN resulting in the final OBN (ω), with fOBN = (a b) + c.
B. Library-free Technology Mapping 1)
Motivation: The quality of the technology mapping operation mainly depends on the richness of the standard cell library [12] and on the ability of the mapping tool to recognize where such cells can be used (matching). Boolean matching can address the recognition issue with little computational burden since most cells have a small number of inputs (i.e. at most 5 or 6 inputs) [11] . On the other hand, the number of cells in the library, i.e. the library size, directly affects the complexity of technology mapping imposing a tradeoff between the computational cost and the design flexibility. To overcome this limitation, library-free technology mapping has been proposed in [13] [14] [15] [16] where each cell/gate is built on the fly at the transistor level. Given a maximum gate fan-in m, library free technology mapping can implement all the 2 2 m possible functions 1 of m variables in a single gate. Boolean matching techniques are not needed here as a graph, or tree, covering method do the equivalent task. For the aforementioned reasons, we employ library-free technology mapping in MIXSyn.
2) Algorithm: We perform technology mapping in MIXSyn using a library-free approach. Our algorithm consists of three main parts: Pre-decomposition, Gate-assignment and Gate-building. It differentiates from works in [13] [14] [15] [16] in the Pre-decomposition and Gateassignment methods that here are designed to support XORs. The pseudocode for technology mapping is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Library-free Technology Mapping
propagate internal INVs in S to leaves (ω) evaluate best gate polarity (ω) build gate on the fly (ω) end for assign and build INVs (ω)
Pre-Decomposition (Alg.2-α): The first step of technology mapping aims to decompose the input Optimized Boolean Network (OBN) into a subject-graph with a limited base function set. Our base function set comprises 2-input AND/OR/XOR/XNOR and INV. In this way, it is possible to preserve XOR operations in the subject-graph that are otherwise hidden by standard NAND/INV decomposition [10] . Since we are targeting minimum area results and direct DAG covering for minimum area is known to be NP-complete [1] , we decompose the subject-graph, that is a 2-bounded DAG, in a forest of trees. Each generated tree has a subset of primary inputs at the leaves and nodes representing a logic function from the base function set. Unfortunately, internal XOR/XNOR and INV nodes do not have an efficient physical realization such as series/parallel construction rules holding for internal AND/OR nodes. For this reason, each tree in the forest is further decomposed to have XOR/XNOR nodes only at the first level of the tree, after leaves. In addition, internal INV nodes are temporarily removed from the trees. Indeed, we take care of inverters influence during gate-building. At the end of gate-assignment, INV nodes are reinserted in their original position as each tree is only decomposed but not functionally transformed during these phases. 1 Note that some of the 2 2 m functions have the same gate implementation due to input permutation. However, the number of different gates implementation with m inputs is still large.
The output of the pre-decomposition phase is an Internal-XOR/INVfree (IXI-free) forest of binary trees.
Gate-Assignment (Alg.2-β): Once the internal-XOR/INV-free forest of trees has been created, a tree covering/decomposition method generates sub-trees with at most m inputs (maximum gate fan-in) in one-to-one correspondence with logic gates. In Section III-B3, we present a greedy decomposition to solve this task rather than the Dynamic Programming (DP) approach used in literature [13] . We will show that the proposed greedy algorithm produces optimal results in our context with a smaller runtime complexity than DP.
Gate-Building (Alg.2-ω): After the tree-decomposition phase, the logic function of each gate is defined by a Boolean rooted tree S having at most m leaves. Before building the gate, some transformations must be applied to S. First, internal inverters are propagated to the leaves to enable standard gate construction rules, e.g. series/parallel construction rules. Then, the best function polarity to be implemented is evaluated by counting the number of required inverters for both polarities. If the opposite function polarity is preferable for gate implementation, an inverter is put at the root of S and it is then propagated to the leaves. Later, each gate is built starting from S using standard transistor-level gate design techniques [18] . Finally, inverters are assigned and built on the fly where needed.
3) Greedy Tree Decomposition: The task of the greedy tree decomposition algorithm is to generate Boolean binary sub-trees that have an efficient one-to-one correspondence with logic gates. Each generated tree must be m-feasible, i.e. it must have at most m inputs according to the maximum gate fan-in limitation. Moreover, the tree decomposition must result into a minimum area set of gates. To this end, an area cost function associated with each node is needed to drive the final decomposition. We use the number of leaves as indicator of the implementation complexity for each subtree to remain technology independent. Under this assumption, the tree decomposition task might be reformulated as: "decompose a binary-tree in m-feasible subtrees minimizing the number of leaves".
In Algorithm 3, a greedy method is proposed to solve the problem. The proposed technique starts with the original tree root as current if (∃ m-feasible subtree rooted at R with only leaves in input) then detach the found subtree from T (α) update R parent reachable depth (α)
node. It first checks if there exists a m-feasible subtree rooted at the current node. If it exists, the found subtree is detached from the original tree and the parent of the current node updates its maximum reachable depth (Alg.3-α) . If the remaining tree is empty the procedure stops (Alg.3-ω), otherwise the decomposition algorithm is recursively called from the original root (Alg.3-β). Instead, if a mfeasible subtree rooted at the current node is not found, the algorithm is recalled from the maximum reachable depth children of the current node (Alg.3-χ). To prove the optimality of this greedy technique,
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we show that each substructure found is optimal with respect to the overall decomposition process. In other words, we show that there does not exist another subtree that reduces the overall number of leaves if considered in place of the one found by our algorithm. The following theorem states that this is our case.
Theorem: Algorithm 3 decomposes a binary-tree in m-feasible subtrees with the minimum overall number of leaves.
Proof: (Proof by Contradiction) Assume that there exists a sub-tree (TB) more favorable with respect to the one found by the proposed algorithm (TA). TA is rooted at node D. All the sub-trees rooted at D, or at its descendants, are suboptimal by construction with respect to TA. Then, we suppose that TB is rooted at some D ancestor. In this scenario, TB cannot have only leaves in input still respecting mfeasibility. Consequently, TB generates at least one additional leaf, with respect to TA, in the tree portion below D. For the tree portion above D, TB saves at most the leaf induced by TA at D parent node. Thus, it follows that using TB in place of TA is not reducing the overall number of leaves, contradicting our assumption. Q.E.D. TA is the subtree generated by the greedy algorithm while TB is the counterpart subtree.
Example: In Fig.2 , an example is provided about the optimality of the greedy decomposition algorithm. In this case, TB (counterpart sub-tree) is rooted at the original tree root R, that is the only ancestor node for D, the root of TA (greedy decomposition sub-tree). As m = 3, TB cannot have only leaves in input and still be 3-feasible. Therefore, TB generates one additional leaf in the tree portion below node D (node B). On the other hand, TB saves the leaf generated by TA above node D. So far, TB generates the same number of leaves with respect to TA. Already at this point, it is possible to say that the subtree TA is minimizing the overall number of leaves of the decomposed tree. However, TB imposes also an additional leaf at R left child (C) while TA does not. Thus, using TB in place of TA results in one additional leaf in the final decomposed tree.
Complexity: The run-time complexity of the greedy algorithm is O(|T | 2 /m), where |T | is the number of nodes in the tree. This approach is faster than the dynamic programming method proposed in [13] : their complexity was O(|T | 2 ) and did not scale with m. Moreover, the greedy nature of our algorithm makes the constant factor hidden in the O-notation smaller than the dynamic programming one, which suffers from postorder and preorder traversal of tree [17] .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present experimental results for our proposed area-oriented synthesis methodology: MIXSyn. We consider two target technologies: standard CMOS and ambipolar technology. Area results (expressed as transistors count) from state-of-art academic (ABC, BDS) and commercial (Synopsys) synthesis tools are compared with MIXSyn for both target technologies.
A. Target Technologies
We consider two different target transistor technologies for MIXSyn: the standard Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) and the novel ambipolar Field Effect Transistors (FETs).
1) CMOS: CMOS is the standard technology for constructing integrated circuits by means of symmetrical pairs of MOSFETs. MOSFETs are unipolar transistors whose n-type or p-type behavior is determined during fabrication. While traditional standard cell mappers use predefined libraries of logic gates, we build on the fly complementary gates during library-free technology mapping in MIXSyn. To accomplish this task in CMOS technology, we employ transistor-level design methods described in [18] .
2) Ambipolar FETs: Ambipolar FETs are Double-IndependentGate (DIG) devices whose polarity can be switched on-line applying a specific binary voltage on the additional gate, usually called Polarity Gate (PG) [19] . The Conventional Gate (CG) instead controls the ambipolar transistor's on-state as in usual MOSFETs. both gates values. For this reason, ambipolar transistors enable a compact realization of the XOR function, such as the XOR-2 gate depicted in Fig.3(b) . Pull-Up (PU) and Pull-Down (PD) networks of the XOR-2 gate in Fig.3(b) are good at passing both Vcc and Vss: this gives the opportunity to implement also efficient Transmission Gate (TG) logic elements with ambipolar transistors [20] . Design methods for logic gates construction in [18] , updated accordingly to [19] for ambipolar FETs, are employed to build on the fly complementary ambipolar gates during MIXSyn library-free technology mapping.
B. Methodology
MIXSyn is compared to ABC, BDS and Synopsys Design Compiler (DC) logic synthesis flows over a heterogeneous set of benchmarks taken from the MCNC suite. 1) MIXSyn: Our proposed methods are implemented in C language. Interaction with external optimization tools is done via Perl scripts. In the mixed logic optimization phase, AND/OR-optimization is performed with ABC [5] while XOR-optimization is done by BDS-pga [7] 2 . The current MIXSyn implementation does not include the CDC computation described in Alg.1-χ, as ABC does not properly support extensive EXDC [21] . On the technology mapping perspective, the subject-graph construction task is already carried out during the optimization phase. Indeed, BDS-pga can produce 2-bounded networks and AIG from ABC are compatible with our base function-set. MOSFETs or ambipolar FETs are finally used as basic components to build on the fly complementary gates with a maximum fan-in m = 4. In ambipolar technology, the opportunity to have full-swing complementary TG gates is particularly interesting [20] . For this reason, a different version of MIXSyn targeting mixed static/TG ambipolar logic gates (MIXSyn TG/ST) is also evaluated.
2) Reference Flows: ABC, BDS and Design Compiler synthesis tools are not library free and therefore need in input a reference library. We have built a reference library with INV, XOR-2, XNOR-2, NAND-{2,3,4}, NOR-{2,3,4}, AOI/OAI and generalized AOI/AOI [19] standard cells. As we are targeting low area results, no timing information is provided in the reference library to avoid area/timing trade-off. The given area information is the transistor count for the implementation of each cell in static complementary style. Defaults and options for the reference flows are:
• ABC: ABC resyn2 optimization script and ABC mapper.
• BDS: BDS logic optimization and ABC mapper.
• DC: Synopsys Design Compiler compile -area effort high.
C. Results and Discussion
Area results, expressed in transistors count (T), are presented in Table I for both target technologies. MIXSyn is referred in the Table I as MX for brevity. Comparison with reference flows is proposed over two set of benchmarks: XOR-intensive benchmarks (reduced-set) and mixed XOR-AND/OR-intensive benchmarks (full-set). To distinguish the reduced set from the full-set, the XOR-Intensiveness (XI) of each benchmark is evaluated as follows. BDS-pga is employed to create a 2-bounded network. Then, the XI is the ratio between the number of XOR/XNOR nodes and the total number of nodes in the network. We refer to XOR intensive benchmarks as the ones having XI> 0.1.
1) CMOS Technology:
Results for CMOS technology are reported in the right part of Table I . Positive transistors count improvements are highlighted in bold.
Full Set of Benchmarks, Table I -(a): MIXSyn is the best synthesis flow for CMOS technology having on the average 4931 devices. The reason behind is that MIXSyn is designed to minimize the AND/OR and XOR dominated portions of the logic circuit with an appropriate optimization method for each case. Moreover, the libraryfree mapping phase in MIXSyn takes full-advantage of all the possible logic gates realization with m = 4 inputs. DC is the second best CMOS synthesis flow having 10.2% more devices on average than MIXSyn. BDS and ABC have an equal inferior performance compared to the others, producing about 22.0% more devices than MIXSyn.
Reduced Set of Benchmarks, Table I -(b): Considering only XORintensive benchmarks, the trend remains the same. Sorted by increasing average transistor count, the performances are: MIXSyn (4129 devices), DC (-1.1% w.r.t. MIXSyn), BDS (-15.0% w.r.t. MIXSyn) and ABC (-20.1% w.r.t. MIXSyn). The advantage of the hybrid logic optimization in MIXSyn is less marked for XOR-intensive benchmarks as they can be efficiently minimized by a single step optimization method. However, the enhanced design flexibility of the MIXSyn library-free mapping still produces the best result.
Average Number of Devices per Gate: The average number of transistors per logic gate (D), indicates that CMOS synthesis flows are producing logic gates of equivalent size (in terms of transistor count). Therefore, MIXSyn generates circuits with commensurable average gate fan-in, series transistors stack and circuit depth with respect to DC, BDS and ABC synthesis flows. Note that this result also holds for ambipolar technology.
2) Ambipolar Technology: Results for ambipolar technology are reported in the left part of Table I and positive transistor-count improvements are highlighted in bold.
Full Set of Benchmarks, Table I -(a): MIXSyn TG/ST is the best synthesis flow for ambipolar technology with 4204 devices on the average. MIXSyn TG/ST exploits the efficient mixed static/TG style opportunity offered by ambipolar transistors (e.g. XOR-2 in Fig.3(b) or XOR-3 in [20] ). The static version of ambipolar MIXSyn have 4.6% more devices on the average than MIXSyn TG/ST. Ambipolar DC requires 18.1% more devices on average than MIXSyn TG/ST.
Reduced Set of Benchmarks, Table I -(b): For XOR-intensive benchmarks, MIXSyn TG/ST is again the best ambipolar synthesis flow, with 3136 devices on average. The static version of MIXSyn and DC require 9.4% and 14.9% more devices on average than MIXSyn TG/ST. In ambipolar technology, the advantage of MIXSyn methodology is appreciable even for the reduced set of benchmarks. Indeed, MIXSyn subject-graph decomposition natively supports the XOR nodes highlighted during the XOR-optimization. Such XOR operations have an efficient implementation with ambipolar devices.
3) Ambipolar vs. CMOS Technologies: Comparison between ambipolar and CMOS synthesis flows are reported in Table I in red.
Full Set of Benchmarks, Table I -(a): MIXSyn TG/ST is the most suited synthesis flow to take advantage of ambipolar technology. Indeed, it can reduce by 14.7% the average transistor count of the best CMOS flow (MIXSyn). The static version of ambipolar MIXSyn can reduce by 10.8% the average number of devices of CMOS MIXSyn. Instead, traditional flows used with ambipolar technology can reduce the average transistor count over their CMOS counterparts (8.6%, 11.1% and 12.4% respectively), but fail to do the same over CMOS MIXSyn (-0.7%, -8.4% and -7.7% respectively). This is because the improvements of MIXSyn over DC, BDS and ABC with CMOS technology are larger than the ones carried by the ambipolar technology for the same reference flows.
Reduced Set of Benchmarks, Table I -(b): XOR-intensive benchmarks derive the greatest benefit from ambipolar technology [19] . For these benchmarks, MIXSyn TG/ST can boost up to 24.0% the average transistor count reduction over CMOS MIXSyn. In addition, also ambipolar DC, BDS and ABC flows are now able to reduce the average number of devices with respect to MIXSyn (12.7%, 4.4% and 4.1% respectively) thanks to the high XI of the considered benchmarks, which appears favorable with ambipolar devices [19] .
Average Number of Devices per Gate: Averaged over the full (reduced) set of benchmarks, ambipolar synthesis flows have about 15.0% (20.0%) less devices per logic gate compared to their CMOS counterparts. This is thanks to the compact realization of the XOR function in ambipolar technology. This result confirms that circuits in ambipolar technology are potentially denser than in CMOS. 4) Discussion: MIXSyn produces the best results, in terms of transistor count, compared to DC, BDS and ABC synthesis tools for both CMOS and ambipolar technologies. The advantage of MIXSyn over the reference flows comes from three major facts. First, the logic optimization method in MIXSyn is dependent on the circuit type and not fixed a priori as in the reference flows. Second, the subject-graph decomposition with enhanced base functions set allows MIXSyn to easily recognize and map XOR functions, otherwise hidden by conventional NAND/INV decomposition [10] . Third, the library-free technology mapping approach permits to have a virtual library with 2 2 m different logic functions, a number not practical with standard-cells already for small values of m (4 or 5) [22] . We expect that the MIXSyn advantage will become even more relevant when CDC computation will be included. Although timing results are not considered and presented in this paper, note that the library free mapping technique can be adapted to obtain also delay efficient results [13] . In this case, the delay estimation accuracy is supported by the continuous advance in dynamic cell characterization. Even though it is out of the scope of this work, note that library-free mapping implies a subsequent physical design that is different from the one employed after traditional standard-cell based technology mappers. The physical synthesis must be carried out at the transistor level and the interconnection impact on the circuit becomes more relevant [22] . The transistor-level physical synthesis can be accomplished by circuit 2B-1 to layout automated tools or using a gate-array approach, as recently proposed for ambipolar technology [23] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
We propose a novel logic synthesis methodology, MIXSyn, capable to produce area-efficient results for mixed XOR-AND/OR dominated circuits. MIXSyn is designed to produce state-of-art best results for the two most frequent types of functions that appear in logic circuits: AND/OR and XOR intensive functions. The key concepts that enable this opportunity are selective, and distinct, optimization of AND/OR and XOR-intensive portions of the logic circuit followed by libraryfree technology mapping. In terms of transistor count, experimental results show that MIXSyn outperforms best academic and commercial synthesis tools for CMOS technology by 18.0% and 9.2% on the average. With an ambipolar technology, MIXSyn produces circuits having on average 20.9% and 15.3% fewer devices with respect to best academic and commercial synthesis tools, respectively.
